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JACUZZI® WELLNESS
YOUR PERSONAL WELLNESS CENTRE

Our Wellness collection meets various space requirements and stands out
for its excellent comfort and design features. It’s the best way to set out on
a path that leads to authentic, natural wellbeing.

Enjoy the rewarding and regenerating experience offered by our products.
Bask in light effects and diffused music and transform a daily habit into
an unforgettable moment.
Exclusive materials, innovative design and excellent performances satisfy
all needs of both private and professionals users.

FINNISH SAUNA
The ancient Scandinavian tradition of enjoying a dry heat sauna purifies
the body and relaxes the muscles for the ultimate psychological and
physical wellbeing.

HAMMAM
The hammam, also called steam bath, is a very ancient,
damp heat bath that boosts the respiratory system by
producing intense perspiration.

BIOSAUNA
Gentler than the Finnish sauna but just as effective,
the Biosauna is suitable for anyone who wants to enjoy
the benefits of dry heat.

EMOTIONAL SHOWER
This multi-sensorial experience combines the virtues of water with
the benefits of chromo and aromatherapy to dispel anxiety and stress
and restore perfect mind-body balance.

INFRARED CABIN
A modern alternative to the traditional sauna, this product achieves
the same results using moderate heat produced by infrared rays
that penetrate soft body tissue.

MULTIFUNCTION SHOWER
Very pleasant functions exploit all the energy and vitality of water for
a complete hydrotherapy treatment: cascade, vertical hydromassage
and shiatsu, hammam.

JACUZZI®
THE WELLNESS LEADER
The Jacuzzi® brand has become a legendary
icon for the wellness world thanks to the
superior performances, reliability and ease
of use of its products.
Thanks to 60 years of ongoing innovation,
the design of our wellness products meets
the high standards of a leading global
wellness brand.

60 YEARS
ANNIVERSARY VIDEO

US SKI TEAM AND JACUZZI®
A WINNING PARTNERSHIP
After intense physical training, a detox and
regenerating treatment becomes essential
to help athletes quickly recover their
energy and their psychological and physical
wellbeing thanks to the numerous benefits
offered by heat.
That’s why the US ski team has chosen
Jacuzzi® as its Official Sponsor, to help
its athletes excel on ski slopes all over
the world.

SASHA and SASHA 2.0
THREE MODULES,
MANY COMBINATIONS
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Sauna + hammam + emotional shower
enclosed in just 8 m2. A complete set of
modular combinations for places of all sizes,
these units are the perfect solution for an
exclusive
centre or for the leisure
saunawellness
+ hammam
sauna + shower + hammam
facilities of hotels and gyms, just as they are
ideal for the wellness space of an elegant
home. The following fine materials enhance
your total Wellness experience: Corian ®,
Hpl, Abachi and Linden Wood.

*Available with right or left opening door
256,5

SAUNA + HAMMAM
302×225×225 cm

SAUNA + SHOWER*
256,5×225×225 cm

HAMMAM + SHOWER*
256,5×225×225 cm

SASHA-MI
A HOME WELLNESS CENTRE
IN JUST 3 SQUARE METRES
Sasha-Mi is the two-module version of this
model consisting of a sauna and a hammam
+ emotional shower: a precious treasure
box made of wood, tempered glass and
steel, ideal for an urban home. The smart
and ergonomic design, combined with
technology by Jacuzzi®, achieves a formal and
functional synthesis capable of offering all the
benefits of a real wellness centre in a really
compact size: 260×120×225 cm.

SASHA-MI LEFT
260×120×225 cm

SASHA-MI RIGHT
260×120×225 cm

SASHA-MI
DESIGN ALBERTO APOSTOLI
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SAUNA + SHOWER + HAMMAM
402×225×225 cm
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SAUNA*
152×225×225 cm

HAMMAM *
152×225×225 cm

MOOD
MOOD, THE SAUNA FOR
HOSPITALITY AND PRIVATE USERS
Available in 4 standard sizes and
customisable on request, Mood can be
installed in a corner, against a wall or in
a niche, making it ideal for private homes
or wellness centres. Luxury finishes and
top performances make Mood an authentic
wellness product that is easy to use and
service. Hemlock wood ensures quality
and energy efficiency as well as customer
satisfaction.

MOOD XL
200×250×210 cm

MOOD L
200×200×210 cm

MOOD M
200×150×210 cm

MOOD XL

MOOD S
180×120×210 cm

SANCTUARY
THE INFRARED CABIN FOR INDOOR
AND OUTDOOR SPACES
Practical, safe and easy to use, our infrared
cabins are the result of twenty years of
experience. The exclusive True Wave™ far
infrared heaters deeply penetrate muscles
and joints while True Spectrum™ quickly
heats the body for more effective sessions.
Made of top-quality Canadian wood.
SANCTUARY 3

SANCTUARY 1
107×122×195 cm

SANCTUARY 2
131×121×195 cm

SANCTUARY 3
180×120×195 cm

SANCTUARY C
181×181×195 cm

SANCTUARY 0D-5
209×130×195 cm

SANCTUARY Y
194×151×195 cm

FRAME
TOP PERFORMANCE
IN A BEAUTIFULLY DESIGNED FRAME
Frame is a comfortable space where
you can enjoy all our wellness functions:
steam bath with aromatherapy, emotional
shower, raindrop shower head, cold
cascade shower, shiatsu massage, dorsal
hydromassage, Sound System Bluetooth ®.
Just lightly touch the electronic control
panel to start a unique experience that
can be adjusted to suit the needs of the
moment.

FRAME IN2
150×110×224 cm

FRAME 120
120×80×224 cm

FRAME 1N2
DESIGN MARIO FERRARINI

FRAME 100
100×75×224 cm

Available with right or left opening door

CLOUD
TURN WATER INTO
YOUR EVERYDAY WELLNESS
Cloud transforms water into your source of
daily wellness. It’s a hammam that gives you
all the emotions and benefits hydrotherapy
has to offer.
Cloud is an authentic daily spa with
customisable wellness paths, targeted water
jets and two programmed sequences –
intense or gentle – accompanied by soft,
coloured lighting.

CLOUD 140
140×90×220 cm

CLOUD 120
120×80×220 cm

CLOUD 100
100×80×220 cm

CLOUD 140
DESIGN LUCA LOSCHI AND FABIO VERDELLI

Available with sliding (except CLOUD 100) or hinged door, opening on right or left side.
Cloud can be installed with or without shower tray.

ΩMEGA
THE EXCLUSIVE SPACE
DEDICATED TO YOUR WELLNESS
Sophisticated design and harmonious
lines work together to welcome you
to an exclusive space.
The extremely comfortable teak seat lets
you relax and revitalise your body and soul
by choosing among our hammam, emotional
cascade shower, or dorsal hydromassage
with adjustable jets.

OMEGA
DESIGN PININFARINA

ΩMEGA
120×100×225 cm

SASHA, SASHA 2.0 AND SASHA-MI FINISHING

WHITE
HPL

BLACK
HPL

LINDEN
WOOD

MOOD FINISHING

VANILLA
CORIAN ®

AYOUS
WOOD

TRANSPARENT
GLASS

SILKSCREEN
GLASS
(Sasha only)

FRAME, CLOUD AND ΩMEGA FINISHING

BLACK
HPL

WHITE
ACRYLIC

WHITE
TECHSTONE®

BLACK
TECHSTONE®

SMOKED
GLASS

Frame

Frame

Cloud

Ωmega

Ωmega

Ωmega

ICONS KEY

SOUND SYSTEM
BLUETOOTH®

RAINBOW

LINDEN
WOOD

CEDAR
WOOD

CHOOSE YOUR OWN WELLNESS CENTRE

ROMAN BATH

TRUE WAVE™

DORSAL
HYDROMASSAGE

FINNISH SAUNA

TRUE
SPECTRUM™

SHIATSU

HAMMAM

SAFETY KIT

CASCADE
SHOWER

CUSTOM-MADE

DAY & NIGHT

EMOTIONAL
SHOWER

MAX 8 SEATS

MOOD XL

MAX 6 SEATS

MOOD L

MAX 5 SEATS

SASHA, SASHA 2.0

MAX 4 SEATS

MOOD M, SANCTUARY

MAX 3 SEATS

MOOD S, SASHA-MI

MAX 2 SEATS

FRAME IN2

1 SEAT
AROMATHERAPY

PINE
WOOD

SANCTUARY FINISHING

WHITE
HPL

BIO SAUNA

HEMLOCK
WOOD

FRAME 120, FRAME 100, CLOUD, ΩMEGA

Given technical data and characteristics may vary. For more information visit www.jacuzzi.eu
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THE BEST MOMENT OF THE DAY.®
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